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Chapter One
Introduction
The 1998 popular revival of Cabaret presented themes of reality versus self-deception,
sexuality, and racial prejudice. These were the themes of Cabaret performed at the University
Theatre at University of Arkansas in spring 2012. Kate Frank served as the director, Diana
Kaiser as the lighting designer, Michael Riha as the scenic designer, and Will Eubanks as the
sound designer. With the help of my mentor, Patricia Martin, and the costume shop manager,
Valerie Lane, I served as the costume designer.
This thesis focuses on the design process I followed to create the costumes for Cabaret.
This process includes my initial ideas, analysis of the play, research, renderings, completed
costumes, and my final evaluation of the production. This production allowed me to create
costumes for characters living outside the cabaret in the everyday life of Berlin and those living
in the charade of the cabaret. Although the characters in the play were separated by different
lifestyles, each dealt with the same conflicts of Nazism coming to fruition during 1929 and 1930.
The process of designing costumes for this production involved many steps that led to the
final product. The first step was to read and analyze the script and listen to the music many
times. After writing the analysis, I created an emotional collage that depicted my personal
response to the ideas of the theme and mood of the production. A portrait gallery, a photo for
each of the characters, was then created to further the conversation with the director about my
ideas of characters’ personalities, age, and their relationships to others. I also researched past
productions to share with the director what I thought worked and what didn’t. After hearing the
director’s initial approach to the production, including ideas about the characters, the
environment that they lived in and the time period, I researched different styles of clothing of the
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late thirties. Using my costume research as my inspiration, I created rough sketches of my initial
thought of each character, which can be found in appendix 2. Once these sketches were adjusted
and approved, I then completed colored and swatched costume renderings for Cabaret, found in
appendix 3. After the look of each character was determined, costumes were found or built over
a six-week period.
This thesis will look at the process that led to the final costume design for Cabaret in
more detail. To talk about the design one must start with the story. The first step, detailed in the
next chapter, will review my script analysis for the 1998 musical revival of Cabaret found in
appendix 1.
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Chapter Two
Analysis of Cabaret by Christopher Isherwood and John Kander
To be able to tell a story about a character or group of characters, it is important to
understand the story. It’s important for the costume designer to know what, when, where, why,
how, but most importantly whom the story is about. What is it that makes these characters the
people they are? Why do they react the way they do? When and where are they living and how
does that affect them? How do they deal with their world and those around them? These
questions and others can only be answered through reading the script intimately and completing
a detailed text analysis. Before the costume designer can speak with the director, actors, or other
designers, she needs to know who the characters are, what they do, and why. The first step of my
design process was to complete a written script analysis (appendix 1). This chapter is a
summation of what I discovered about the script and characters throughout the process.
Cliff Bradshaw, an American novelist, has traveled to Berlin to write a novel about the
country. After getting a room at Fraulein Schneider’s boarding house and meeting Herr Schultz,
a Jewish tenant, Cliff goes to the Kit Kat Klub to experience the nightlife of Berlin. At the
cabaret, Cliff meets Sally Bowles, a free spirited performer at the club, and begins a whirlwind
round of partying, drinking, drugs, and sex. Cliff’s world is turned upside down when he
inadvertently helps his friend Ernst Ludwig deliver a package to Paris for the Nazi party. When
Cliff realizes that the Nazi party is on the brink of taking power in Germany, he tells Sally that
they are leaving Berlin to go home to America. Sally chooses to continue her career as a
performer over a life with Cliff in America. In spite of his love for her, Cliff is forced leave
behind Sally and his friends, not knowing what will happen with them when the Nazis take over.
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The action of Cabaret takes place on New Year’s Eve 1929 and through the spring of
1930 in Berlin, Germany. There are four locations in which the story takes place: the train
station, Fraulein Schneider’s boarding house, Herr Schultz’s fruit stand, and the Kit Kat Klub.
After reading the script and writing a script analysis for Cabaret, I found that I was able
to clearly see who I thought these characters were. When we first meet Cliff he is a wide-eyed
American seeking the beauty he believes is in Berlin. He is drawn into the life of the cabaret and
the sexually evocative and free-spirited Sally Bowles. Cliff sees Sally and the life of the cabaret
as exciting and potential topics for the novel he wants to write. Berlin suddenly becomes less
beautiful and carefree when he comes face to face with the political realities of the time.
Although he has had homosexual experiences in the past, it’s clear that Cliff loves Sally. He is
prepared to take care of Sally and their child.
Sally is a highly sexual, eccentric woman who cares more about her career than those
around her. She believes she is a talented entertainer when in reality she is awful. Sally loves the
life free of responsibilities, sleeping with a new partner every day, having fun, drinking, and not
focusing on the consequences of her future. In the end, she chooses her “career” over being a
wife and mother. Sally tells Cliff that it was ridiculous to think a child could keep them together.
Sally would much rather live a fast-paced, short life on the stage than be a tamed and nurturing
housewife.
Fraulein Schneider is a woman with a hard, emotional exterior, and a self-reliant
businesswoman who enjoys rules. Although her family was once wealthy, over the years her
fortune has been lost. In her song, “So What,” Fraulein Schneider states that no matter what
happens life goes on and she can take care of herself. She is a very straight-laced woman who
runs a “tight ship” when it comes to her boarding house. It’s only when Herr Schultz is
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introduced that we see a softer side to Fraulein Schneider. When she realizes that Herr Schultz’s
Jewish faith may become an obstacle, Fraulein Schneider chooses to look out for herself again
and rejects Herr Schultz. She’s willing to let go of love and settle for what she has so that she
doesn’t have to suffer the repercussions of marrying a Jew.
Herr Schultz is a prosperous and very happy man who is in love with love Fraulein
Schneider. He is proud of his German heritage and loves his fellow Germans. Even when
Fraulein Schneider states her concerns about the Nazis dislike of Jews he carelessly shrugs off
her concerns. It’s only when a rock is thrown through his shop window that the audience sees
Herr Schultz display seconds thoughts, and yet, even at the end of the production, he believes
that nothing will happen to him because he is German and no different from his fellow country
men.
Fraulein Kost is a sexual woman, a rule breaker, and a manipulator. She makes her living
seducing sailors and other willing men. She sees these men as fun and prostitution is an easy way
to make a living. Fraulein Kost is a Nazi sympathizer because she doesn’t believe Jews should
have all the money. She even tries to seduce Herr Schultz for some money. Fraulein Kost is also
a Nazi sympathizer because his clients and friends are also Nazis. If Fraulein Kost didn’t believe
in “the new Germany” like her Nazi clients she would lose money.
Ernst Ludwig is a very charming man who has been brainwashed into joining the Nazi
party. To him, Jewish people are nothing but animals and are in no way German. Even when
Cliff tries to explain what is wrong with his beliefs, Ernst still doesn’t understand Cliff ‘s
opinion. To Ernst, the Nazi party’s purpose is to make Germany a great and strong country.
The EmCee is a sexually ambiguous performer at the Kit Kat Klub. He is a man who
knows, from the beginning of the play, the impending struggle that Berlin and its people will
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suffer. He embodies this struggle. Although he constantly assures the audience that there are no
troubles in the cabaret, it is clear that he is lying. The cabaret is a dingy, abusive, drug and sexinduced environment where people are entertained. The EmCee is a character that not only
entertains his audience but breaks down the dark reality of issues between characters. When
singing “If You Could See Her,” the EmCee is singing about how he loves a gorilla and how
Nazi supporters shun his relationship. This is a metaphor for those married to a Jew.
The Kit Kat Klub girls are a group of performers who have sordid pasts and are by no
means beautiful. They have hard lives performing at the nightclub, doing drugs, and being
promiscuous. No matter how much makeup is applied to their faces, the girls can’t hide the scars
of their past or the present.
Max is a sleazy, drug-addicted part owner of the Kit Kat Klub. He doesn’t have a
problem sleeping with the talent he hires or manipulating them to get what he wants. There is
always some young starlet wanting to be a performer and who is willing to do anything to get it.
I believe this is how Sally began living and sleeping with Max. He becomes irritated with Sally
when he sees her flirting with Cliff in front of him. Sally refers to Max as just the man I’m living
with--this week. Max takes delight in firing Sally and taking away her dream of “stardom.” He
knows that there will always be someone else.
Bobby and Victor are homosexual bartenders and performers at the Kit Kat Klub. They
enjoy the fun and carefree environment of the cabaret. Bobby teases Cliff that he needs to take
off his corset because he’s being too uptight.
The Chanteuse is a transsexual performer who is stuck at the cabaret. She is a diva who
believes all the other performers are beneath her. Although she doesn’t feel that Sally is her
competition, the Chanteuse chooses to dress like her in order to prove she is attractive.
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One major theme of Cabaret is reality versus self-deception. The groups of characters
within the play are separated by the lifelessness and monotonous life outside the club and the
provocative world that the cabaret has created. The EmCee starts the show as a clean-cut
entertainer but then constantly changes into different characters. The performers of the cabaret
are creating an illusion for the audience and for themselves to push out the troubles of the world
pre-Nazi Germany. Cliff and Fraulein Schneider are two characters who are outside of the world
of the cabaret and understand what is really going on in Berlin and the implications of the rise of
the Nazi party. Although Herr Schultz lives outside the cabaret, he still deceives himself by
thinking that the German people will look past his Jewish faith and see that he is still a German.
Sally, who lives in the world of the cabaret, continuously deceives herself by believing that she
will become a star. She ultimately makes the choice to abort her child and end a loving
relationship with Cliff to make her dream come true.
This script analysis provided me with a deeper understanding of the characters, plot, and
themes of Cabaret. With a better understand of the play I was able to make well-informed
decisions about my design choices. The original written script analysis may be found on
appendix 1 with the action chart attached.
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Chapter Three
Design Process and Approach of Cabaret
Susan Hilferty, costume designer of Wicked, stated in a podcast interview with
Downstage Center that costume designers are storytellers and, in a way, directors because they
need to understand why each character is making his or her choices. Although Cabaret is
primarily about Cliff and Sally’s relationship and how they cope with the uprising of Nazism,
there is a secondary love story between Fraulein Schneider and Herr Schultz, a Jew, which helps
make the story more powerful. My intention for this production was to design in a realistic
fashion for the characters that lived in pre-Nazi Germany in 1930, contrasting to the seedy,
sexual costumes worn by performs in the Kit Kat Klub who have created a façade of decadence
to hide their problems.
Before the first production meeting with Kate Frank, the director, I created an inspirational
collage that illustrated my emotional response to the play and a portrait gallery, a series of
headshots of people that I felt have personalities and qualities of the characters in the play. These
two visual aids allowed me to convey the world and the people of the cabaret and those living on
the outside.
To create my inspirational collage I accumulated images that expressed my initial
emotional response, ideas and themes of the production after reading the play, hearing the music,
and completing my analysis. For Cabaret, I found images that expressed the ideas of sexuality,
lust, a sense of looming danger, and atrophy.
The next step of my process was to create a portrait gallery of the characters. The portrait
gallery consisted of images of people that express the physical qualities and personalities of each
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character in the play. The series of headshots allowed me to clearly discuss with the director each
of the characters’ personalities, as well as issues of age, health, social status and other qualities.
At my first design meeting with Kate Frank, the director, we discussed the play, the
environment, and the characters. The director expressed the desire to always have the cabaret
present. The real world, life outside of the cabaret, is very cold, full of anxiety and problems. The
interior of the cabaret is colorful, warm, and naughty. Major themes that she discussed were:
survival, romantic love, doom, peace and happiness. Kate Frank then presented her own images
that expressed the characters. It was established that our production would be set in 1929 preNazi Germany. My job as the costume designer was to research the characters and decide what I
wanted them to look like in 1929 Germany.
My next step was to research clothing styles of the late twenties. I then created costume
research boards of each of the characters based on my research and the discussion I had with the
director. My research was limited to the clothing of the period but also included photographs of
German people of the time, performers in actual cabarets, and paintings by artist Otto Dix.
At the second design meeting I presented my research boards for the characters of
Cabaret. The research boards for Cliff, Fraulein Schneider, Fraulein Kost, Herr Schultz, Ernst
Ludwig, who live outside of the Kit Kat Klub, presented images and ideas that were more
realistic and with a less saturated color palette to express their lack of wealth. For Sally, the
EmCee, and the Kit Kat Klub performers, who live in the world of the cabaret, the research
boards depicted bright, saturated colors with beautiful and grotesque photos and paintings of
very theatrical performers.
Keeping in mind the ideas of the design team, I began to sketch. These sketches can be
found in appendix 2. I drew inspiration from German prostitutes and performers for Sally and the
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Kit Kat Girls, middle to lower-class German citizens for Fraulein Schneider and Kost, Herr
Schultz and Ernst Ludwig, American men for Cliff, and Nazi propaganda for Nazi political party
members. I wanted the characters outside of the cabaret to be realistic, muted, and have more
layers of clothing. For characters that worked in the cabaret I wanted them to be erotic, bright,
and have applied pieces of lace, fringe, and bright fabric on their period clothing so they could be
more theatrical.
It was important that Cliff Bradshaw look like a poor American novelist. To communicate
this idea I provided the actor with worn and ill-fitting clothing so that it looked like he only
owned two sets of clothing. Although Cliff is a poor writer he still has a sense of
professionalism. By having all of his buttons buttoned he looked very put-together. Later, when
Cliff was beaten up by Nazis, his ripped and disheveled clothing emphasized how destroyed and
bruised he was from the beating.
In Fraulein Schneider choices, I wanted to show a woman who once had nice things but
they had become tattered and aged over the years. To show that she was once a “dumpy and fat”
woman, as indicated in the script, I gave the actress an oversized cardigan so that it would hang
on her small and older frame. Her clothing changes when she attends her engagement party. This
is her opportunity to look her best as she starts a new life. I chose to put her in a flowing, elegant
dress that was lighter in color and more formal in order to show that she’s letting go of her past
to start her new future.
Herr Schultz, the owner of a fruit store, is the wealthiest character in the play. I dressed
the actor in three-piece suits and took out the shoulder pads to help add slouching shoulders to
help visually increase the age of the actor. Herr Schultz is a goofy and charming character so I
chose colorful and fun bow ties for him to wear.
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Ernst Ludwig is a traveling businessman. I put the actor in an attractive fitted suit and tie,
a coat, and fedora. Ernst is a very charming man and it’s hard to not like him, which is why it’s
such a shock for the audience when he takes off his coat and reveals that he is wearing a swastika
armband.
Fraulein Kost is a prostitute living at Fraulein Schneider’s boarding house. I decide that
she receives her clothing from her sailor clients. So she has an oriental robe and nice jewelry.
Fraulein Kost wears a red dress so that she can seduce her clients and stand out in a crowd.
Sally Bowles is a creature of the cabaret who tries to live in the “real” everyday world of
1930’s Germany. The clothing choices that Sally wears outside of the Kit Kat Klub don’t fit in
the world outside the cabaret and are far too dramatic, setting her apart from those living outside
of the nightclub. When she is inside the cabaret, I wanted Sally to be dressed in erotic lingerie
and robes to express her sexuality and to show he audience that she uses her body to get what she
wants and to further her career. As she sings “Cabaret” towards the end of the production, I
designed Sally to be in a dress that conveys the shining star that she strives to be. It’s a very
vulnerable moment for Sally and for that reason I left the back of her dress open to show as
much skin as possible but still keeping the elegance of the dress.
I wanted to express the sexual ambiguity of the EmCee and his role as the ringmaster of
the cabaret nightclub. At the start of the show I wanted him to look clean-cut and professional in
a black tux. As the play progressed I wanted his tux to deconstruct into pieces held together with
suspenders and covered by a corset to add to the idea that he is dancing all over the line between
homosexuality and heterosexuality. I wanted to take the idea of sexual ambiguity further by
having him dress as a woman to trick the audience. At the top of the second act I put him in a
yellow slip, wig, fishnets, and heels to have him join the kick line as one of the Kit Kat girls.
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Because Max is part owner of the Kit Kat Klub his costume consisted of a tuxedo. To help
the audience understand that Max is a sleazy, drug addict I made sure that he looked disheveled.
He was always seen with his tuxedo tie askew, shirt un-tucked, and jacket wrinkled.
Each actress playing a Kit Kat Girl was encouraged by the director to create her own backstory for the character she played. After reading their back-stories, I chose a variety of colors,
fringe, and other appliqués that helped to visually tell their stories as well as accentuate their
“best” assets. All Kit Kat Girls’ costumes were inspired by flesh-colored lingerie from 1930. To
make their costumes more theatrical I added colorful accessories of fringe, trims, lace, and
sequins. This helped to convey the idea of naughtiness and the production aesthetic of this
particular cabaret.
The Chanteuse is an elegant diva, as well as a transsexual performer at the cabaret. I made
the choice to put her in a black slip, trimmed with elegant lace and an extremely long and shawl,
which helped to differentiate her from the other Kit Kat Girls in the cabaret. She was drenched in
pearl necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and rings. I made the choice of giving the Chanteuse a wig
similar to Sally Bowles to play with the idea that she wanted to look like Sally.
Bobby and Victor are both bartenders and male performers at the nightclub. Men are just
as sexualized as the woman in the cabaret. Victor wore a shirt unbuttoned very low to show his
chest and rolled up his sleeves. Because Bobby is more of a performer I only put him in black
slacks, suspenders, and fingerless gloves. I also added a yellow neck scarf to communicate that
Bobby had his own sense of style and that he wanted to bring focus up to his beautiful face.
Some of the costumes for this production were built; most were pulled from stock, and
others were purchased locally with a budget of $5,000. My costume renderings were my
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principal guide in the process of taking the costumes from a two-dimensional idea to the final
garments. (see appendix 3)
The costumes built by the costume shop included Sally Bowles’ ‘Cabaret’ dress, her
“Mama” slip and the “Mein Heir” skirt, all five of the Kit Kat Girls’ lingerie, the Chanteuse’s
slip, Fraulein Schneider’s engagement dress, Fraulein Kost’s red dress, the EmCee’s corset,
diaper and kick line dress, the “Two Ladies” skirts, and the gorilla dress. (see appendix 8 & 10)
Through a series of mockup fittings and fabric fittings I was able to work with the costume shop
to create the costumes that I designed. One of my biggest functions in the shop was selecting the
fabrics for the costumes. It was important to my design that all of Sally’s clothing sparkled in
some way, to convey the idea that she wants to be a shining star. The Kit Kat Girl clothing was
made of nude polyester and crepe fabrics for their lingerie. Different colors of lace and fringe
were then applied so their costumes would be more theatrical and complement the jewel tones of
the nightclub scenery. For the EmCee’s corset I chose black polyester and for his Kit Kat Girl
dress I chose yellow polyester with an overlay of yellow mesh and sequins and gold fringe. This
harkens back to the idea of the sparkling starlet working at the cabaret. For the Gorilla’s dress I
chose variations of white and blue linen fabrics with either polka dots or stripes in an effort to
make her dress appear playful and innocent. I also chose blue to complement the blue worn by
Herr Schultz, a Jew, so that he could compliment Fraulein Schneider’s cool color scheme.
Fraulein Schneider’s engagement dress was made from a mint-green crepe material, still keeping
her in her green color scheme but lighter. Fraulein Kost’s red dress was made from a red crepe
fabric to make her stand out as a lustful prostitute.
One of the challenges for this production was to choose materials that would hold up
through vigorous dance routines making sure that the costume would allow the actors to move
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without restriction. I worked closely with the drapers to make sure that slits and fabric were
incorporated in the proper places to allow such movement for the actors. I served as the draper
for the Gorilla’s dress. The challenge of this piece was not taking the actual measurements of the
actress but taking them after she put on the gorilla costume. After having the correct
measurements I was then able to flat pattern the gorilla’s dress and move into fabric successfully.
I think that my costume design for Cabaret and my process was successful. Creating
research boards specific to each character in the play helped me to be organized and focus on
each character. I believe I was successful in designing contrasting clothing styles for the
characters that lived inside as well as outside of the cabaret. In the future when I serve as the
costume designer, I plan to continue to look at artist’s work as well as historically accurate
research. I found it incredibly useful to look at the work of the German painter and printmaker,
Otto Dix. His work served as a primary source of inspiration for my designs for this production
of Cabaret. I will not only look at clothing of the period but the people that lived during that time
as well. Seeing photographs of 1930’s nightclubs, people, and prostitutes helped me to visualize
the characters of the play. From the initial design meeting to the strike of the play, Cabaret was
an enjoyable experience that allowed me to design period costumes but also create eccentric
characters.
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Appendix 1: Script Analysis
Where are they?
•

Berlin, Germany
Act 1 – Scene 1 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 2 :: Compartment of European Railway Car
Scene 3 :: Cliff’s Room
Scene 4 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 5 :: Cliff’s Room
Scene 6 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 7 :: Fraulen Schneider’s Living Room
Scene 8 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 9 :: Cliff’s Room
Scene 10 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 11 :: Fraulein Schneider’s Living Room
Scene 12 :: Herr Schultz’s Fruit Shop
Act 2 – Scene 1 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 2 :: Herr Schultz’s Fruit Shop
Scene 3 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 4 :: Cliff’s Room
Scene 5 :: Kit Kat Klub
Scene 6 :: Cliff’s Room
Scene 7 :: Railroad Compartment
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When are they?
•

1929 – 1930

•

Before the Start of the Third Reich
Act 1 – Scene 1 :: Nighttime, New Year’s Eve
Scene 2 :: New Year’s Eve
Scene 3 :: A little later, New Year’s Eve
Scene 4 :: After eleven and then at midnight, New Year’s Eve
Scene 5 :: The next day, late morning or early afternoon
Scene 6 :: Later on that night
Scene 7 :: April in the evening
Scene 8 :: Night
Scene 9 :: Early Evening
Scene 10 :: Same night
Scene 11 :: Same night
Scene 12 :: The next day, early evening
Act 2 – Scene 1 :: Timeless
Scene 3 :: Morning, the day after the engagement party
Scene 4 :: Later that evening
Scene 5 :: Same night, late evening
Scene 6 :: Late, the following morning
Scene 7 :: Later that day

Who are they?
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EmCee – a bizarre little figure, much lipstick, much rouge, patent-leather hair parted in the
middle. He is the ringmaster of the Cabaret.
•

The EmCee’s wealth depends on the Cabaret. Money makes the world go around for
him and the Kit Kat Girls. Some nights they may be wealthy and others they may be
poor.

•

He lives among dancers and musicians.

•

The EmCee goes again social norms when it comes to his clothing. His tux at the
beginning and end of the show is probably his best piece of clothing. The rest of his
clothing are incomplete pieces along with seductive corsets and dresses that make one
wonder if the EmCee is homosexual, bisexual, or straight.

•

The EmCee is a Jewish character in the play. He knows of the politics outside of the
cabaret and in. He knows the reality of politics in Germany and sees the
consequences. Although he knows what the Nazi’s are capable of doing, he still
performs for them for their money and to hopefully to buy him and the Cabaret some
time.

The Emcee tells the audience to leave their troubles outside because there are no troubles
inside the Cabaret. “Here, life is beautiful, the girls are beautiful, even the orchestra is
beautiful.” He is the master of ceremonies at the Kit Kat Klub, “The hottest spot in Berlin”,
and he has slept with all of the performers. He is into have threesomes with women but
would always welcome any men that would want to join in, “ we switch partners daily to
play as we please”. The Emcee serves as a sort of fortuneteller in the sense that he knows
what’s going to happen in the near future. In the ‘Tomorrow Belongs to Me’ song there is a
line, “But gather together to greet the storm, tomorrow belongs to me…but somewhere a
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glory awaits unseen, tomorrow belongs to me”. The Emcee says that he is “sitting pretty”	
  
because of all the money that he is making at the cabaret. During the “Money, Money” the
Emcee basically states that one will do anything for money or to even survive. “You wonder
where I get my money? I have something to see: love.” The Emcee does a great job showing
that what the Nazis see in a Jew is what one would feel if someone married an animal or
something less than human. To the Nazis it doesn’t matter if you have feelings for someone
that is Jewish. To them, it is intolerable.
•

Mysterious

•

Intelligent

•

Sly

•

Looming

•

Mischievous

The EmCee is a man that knows from the beginning the impending struggle that Berlin
and its people will go through. He is a character that embodies this struggle. Although he
constantly assures the audience that there are no troubles in the cabaret it is clear that he is
lying. The cabaret is a dingy, abusive, drug and sex-induced environment for people to be
entertained in. The cabaret not only has its own issues from within but issues from a
propaganda influenced society. The EmCee is a character that not only entertains his
audience but breaks down the dark reality if issues between characters (‘If You Could See
Her’).
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Clifford Bradshaw – in his late twenties, pleasant looking, intelligent, and reserved. From
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. A Writer that gives English lessons. He has had homosexual
experiences in his life.
After Ernst asks Cliff if he is American and he replies with, “ I might as well wear a sign:
Yankee Doodle.” Clifford must have a distinct American look about him. Clifford is a writer
and an English tutor to any who are willing to learn. Cliff informs Ernst that he has some
experience smuggling. When Cliff first comes to Berlin he is very poor “think of me as a
starving author”. He starts to make money when he does some smuggling for Ernst. Cliff has
come to Berlin to write a book. He won’t leave Berlin until he has finished his book. Cliff
has written one book that was said to ‘show promise’. This book didn’t work out well and
Cliff is quick to change the subject. Cliff has traveled the world to find a good place to write
(London, Rome, Venice). Ernst thinks that Cliff is a fast paced man when he sees that Sally
is moving in with him, “I think I am taking from you the wrong kind of lessons”. Cliff
realizes later that Ernst became so friendly toward him to use him as a decoy for his
smuggling. Clifford is an educated man. He starts to read Mein Kampf so that he can learn
about Germany’s politics. It’s at this point that Clifford knows more about the politics of
Germany more so than the other characters. When asked about his sexuality Cliff admits that
he is homosexual through later on in the script he and Sally have clearly slept together
meaning that he is bi-sexual. Cliff finds Sally to be ‘much too distracting’ to wish replies that
she is inspiring (for his novel). Sally thinks that Cliff is a ‘perfectly beautiful man’. Cliff
would have finished his book by now if Sally weren’t dragging him off to one party after
another. When Sally tries to leave Cliff replies, “I can’t imagine this crummy room without
you”. It’s at this point that we realize that Cliff loves Sally. “The truth is: We’re drifting: We
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have no focus to our lives. A baby could make all the difference I know it would to me. I’d
get a job, I’d have to…I’d be a terrific father. I love children!” Cliff states that he and Sally
will get married eventually due to the baby. Cliff is also willing to do a smuggling job but
doesn’t want to know what it is that he is smuggling. He’s willing to overlook what cause he
is helping. After Tomorrow Belongs to Me is song, Cliff realizes how serious the political
situation is in Berlin and that he just aided the cause. Now that Cliff knows about Ernst’s
political views he has disconnected himself from him. He would rather get a job and struggle
for money than help the Nazis. Cliff doesn’t think Frl. Schneider should give up her
engagement. Cliff decides to leave Berlin and go back home to American before things get
any worse. “Oh darling – you’re such an innocent…my one regret is I honestly believed you
would have been a wonderful father.” Even though Sally took away his possibly baby, Cliff
still loves her. Cliff finally finds his story when he’s on the train to Paris. The story about
Berlin, the cabaret, and Sally Bowles.
•

Educated

•

Reserved

•

Caring

•

Handsome

•

Cautious

Cliff is a wide-eyed American seeking the beauty in Berlin when we first meet him. He is
easily sucked into the life of the Cabaret because of Sally Bowles. It’s only at the
engagement party that he sees how real the political issues are in Berlin when he sees a
swastika armband on Ernst’s arm. Berlin suddenly becomes less beautiful and carefree.
Although he has had homosexual experiences in the past it’s clear that Cliff loves Sally. He’s
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willing to even take care of her and unborn, illegitimate child. I think Cliff truly loves Sally
and wants to be a family with her but I think it’s more so to cover up his homosexual past.

Fraulein Schneider – About sixty years old and full of vitality. She’s interested in everything
and probable indestructible. She wears a flowered dressing gown and carpet slippers when
we first meet her.
Ernst thinks that Fraulein Schneider’s residence is the finest place in Berlin and
inexpensive. Schneider is very easy going and uncaring about the specifics of offers because
of the age she is at, “you learn how to settle for what you get, it will all go on if we are here
or not, so who cares? So what.” When Frl. was younger she lived by the sea and had a maid
to do all the housework. Now she cleans and scrubs the floors. Frl. used to be fat and dumpy
when she was in a relationship. It’s only after that her lover died that she became skinny and
had the figure that he always wanted. Frl. was rich at one point but lost all of her fortune. She
takes was life gives her and moves on. Frl. Schneider is a very good landlord because she
states that if cliff needs anything let her know at any time, day or night. Frl. doesn’t want Frl.
Kost to have sailors and other men coming and going from her room. She doesn’t agree with
the fornication, “God only knows what the neighbors must think I have – a battleship? One
sailor more – I call the police!” Schneider is will to work with Kost (as long as she doesn’t
see the sailors then Kost can stay). When regarding Herr Schultz’s gifts Frl. says, “ you must
not bring me any more pineapples…it is not proper…it is a gift that a young man would
present to his ladylove.” After Herr Schultz leave, Frl. takes the pineapple to her bedroom.
This is a moment of foreshadowing when Schultz enters her room again and then there is a
blackout. Frl. Kost says ‘sisters under the skin’ meaning that they both have sex without
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being in a relationship or engaged. When contemplating marriage Schultz says he would
marry an unbeautiful woman with some rooms to let, poorly furnished. Fraulein hesitates
being married because she has never been. Schultz says that marriage can work wonders.
After “Tomorrow Belongs to Me” song, Frl. Schneider realizes how many of her ‘friends and
occupants’ are for the Nazis. It’s the next day that Frl. starts to reconsider her engagement.
She still loves Herr Schultz but isn’t sure she wants to deal with the repercussions of
marrying a Jew. Society is starting to reflect on their love. “I saw that one can no longer
dismiss the Nazis. They are my friends and neighbors…I need a license to rent out my room.
If they take that away…” Herr Schultz finally tells Frl. Schneider, “It is not always a good
thing to settle for the lowest apple on the tree…climb up a little way. It is worth it.” He wants
her to take the hard road with him. Even when he tries to say that the brick was throw but
some kids, Frl. Schneider knows that is not the truth. When Cliff says she shouldn’t give up,
Frl. says that she is too old to fight, “suppose simply keeping still mean you manage until the
end…I have battled alone, and I have survived…this is my world.”
•

Wise

•

Willing to settle for what comes easy

•

Tired

•

Looks out for herself

•

Lonely

Fraulein Schneider is a woman that came from a wealthy family but over the years has
lost all her fortune. Even though she lost her wealth she doesn’t let it ruin her. In her song,
‘So What’, Fraulein Schneider states no matter what happens life goes on and she can take
care of herself. She is a very straight-laced woman that runs a ‘tight ship’ when it comes to
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her boarding house. Fraulein Schneider doesn’t approve of Fraulein Kost bringing home
clients to her boarding house. It’s only when Herr Schultz is introduced that we see a softer
side to Frl. Schneider. When with Herr Schultz, Frl. Schneider puts down her guard and it
willing to open up to him. It’s only when she realizes what a problem his religion is that she
chooses to look out for herself again. She’s willing to let go of love and settle for what she
has so that she doesn’t have to suffer the repercussions of marrying a Jew.

Herr Schultz – in his fifties, very warm and cheerful. He dresses neatly, but it would appear
that he needs a woman to tell him what tie goes with what. He is Jewish. He is the owner of a
fruit shop.
Herr Schultz’s symbol of love towards Frl. Schneider is a pineapple, “It couldn’t please
me more than to see you cling to the pineapple I bring.” When Frl. Schneider says that she is
too old to be receiving gifts from his he replies, “ If I could, I would fill your entire room
with pineapples.” Schultz has a lot of love for Frl. Schneider, much to her surprise. Herr
Schultz is an honorable man in the sense that he saves Frl. Schneider’s reputation by saying
they are going to get married (because they just had sex). When Schneider and Schultz are
contemplating marriage Schneider replies with “who would have me? An elderly widower –
bald-headed – with heartburn – and a little fruit.” When Herr Schultz receives the crystal dish
as a wedding gift he states, “ I will keep if filled. I promise – as long as we live – this bowl
will not be empty.” That sentence symbolizes the love that he sees in Frl. Schneider and his
lives. After Tomorrow Belongs to Me is song, Herr Schultz is too drunk and oblivious to
notice that his religious is the cause of Ernst’s uproar. Herr Schultz still doesn’t understand
that the Nazis are a big problem and how it might affect his potential marriage, “you will be
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married to a Jew. But also a German Jew. A German as much as anyone.” “Governments
come. Governments go.” He thinks the Nazi politics is just a phase in the country. Even
when someone from the Nazi party throws a brick through his window he tries to say it was
some children. Even though he has been denied marriage he still cares enough for Frl.
Schneider by moving to a different building to make it easier for her. He is still in high hopes
that things will blow over, “I know I’m right! Because I understand the Germans…After all,
what am I? German.”
•

Happy

•

Jewish

•

Oblivious

•

Pride in Being German

•

Romantic

Herr Schultz is a very happy man that is very forth coming about his love towards
Fraulein Schneider. The fruit that he gives to her is a symbol of their love. He is a man that
has a lot of pride in being German and loves his people. Even when Fraulein Schneider states
her concerns about the Nazi’s dislike for being Jewish he says. “ I am German.” He
carelessly shrugs off and concerns of what the Nazi’s could do if they came to power. It’s
only when a rock is thrown through his shop window that the audience hears a hint of
insecurity from Herr Schultz. Even at the end of the production, Herr Schultz believes that
nothing will happen to him because he is German and no different from his fellow men.

Fraulein Kost – in her late twenties and a prostitute.
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Frl. Kost is a prostitute. She brings in lots of sailors and other men all the time. Within a
few seconds of meeting Cliff she says, “ I am Fraulein Kost, across the hall…please feel free
– at any time…” She not a woman that is embarrassed about what she does. The only time
that she is embarrassed is when Cliff, a potential client, sees a sailor come out of her room
stating his impatience. Frl. Schneider doesn’t agree with what Kost does but she does try to
cover up the situation calling the sailor her nephew. Kost has a terrible time remember her
clients’ names. It’s obvious that who ever she meets she does not intend to get to know them
enough.
•

Flirtatious

•

Loose

•

Insensitive

•

Secretive

•

Partier

Fraulein Kost is a prostitute that makes her living off of sailors and other men. She sees
these men as fun and an easy way to make a living. Her “relationships’’ don’t entail her
learning or remembering her client’s names. Fraulein Kost is a rule breaker in the eyes of
Fraulein Schneider. Because of Fraulein Schneider’s constant nagging I think Fraulein Kost
takes advantage of the situation when she tells Ernst about Fraulein Schneider’s Jewish
fiancée at the engagement party. She knows that she is going to ruin the evening and set a rift
between everyone. She knows that she is going to ruin Fraulein Schneider’s happiness.
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Sally Bowles – in her early twenties, rather pretty, rather sophisticated, rather child-like,
exasperating and irresistible. She is from England and is the headlining British singer of the
Cabaret. Sally wants to be a famous actress.
When we first meet Sally she is wearing a Kimono during her performance. Sally sings a
song saying that her mother thinks that she is in a convent when in reality she is singing in a
cabaret. This makes one think that Sally is willing to tell lies to do what she wants. At one
point in the song Sally states, “And have her go and cut me off without a nickel”. Sally first
sees Cliff during her performance and becomes completely infatuated with him and how he
speaks the English language. “I used to love pretending I was someone else; someone quite
mysterious and fascinating. Until one day I grew up – and realized I was mysterious and
fascinating.” When Cliffs tried to get to know Sally better she quickly replies with, “Oh Cliff
– you mustn’t ever ask me questions. If I want to tell you anything, I will.” Sally enjoys
shocking people (her telling Cliff that she stays with a different man each week). Sally has
met Ernst before. Sally is ill mannered because she automatically tries to move into Cliff’s
room without his consent or Frl. Schneider’s. Even though it is clearly Sally’s fault, she
blames Cliff for coming into Berlin and being terribly charming. Because of him, Max threw
Sally out. “ Though I do believe a woman can’t be a truly great actress till she’s had several
passionate affairs – and had her heart broken.” Sally is a definitely a partier. She drinks raw
eggs and Worcestershire to cure her hangovers, which she seems to have every morning.
Sally clearly doesn’t know anything about current politics in Berlin when she thinks that
Mein Kauf is Cliff’s first novel. She even asks Cliff why does he want to know if he’s
American. “ I think people are people…I don’t think they should be made to apologize for
anything they do.” Sally likes to romanticize and throw things out of proportion. Dare I say,
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be dramatic. Cliff says that Sally is unpredictable and has talked her way into his room and
his life. Cliff thinks that Sally drinks too much, “tell Sally to lay off the gin”. At one point
Cliff playfully suggests writing a book about ‘Sally Bowles’ to which Sally replies, “make
me ravishing an sublimely seductive – so no man can resist me – not even a very handsome,
rather strange, young American…who allows me to share his room…and his bed – and falls
desperately in love with me!” Sally tries to leave Cliff because she knows that she is getting
too close to him, “I’ve never stayed so long with anyone.” Sally also has a hard time being
serious, Cliff “ Can we be serious for one minute?” Sally “ I doubt it, Cliff.” There is a slight
change in Sally when she and Cliff are at the engagement party. Instead of just going off to
dance with Victor she looks at Cliff for an ‘okay’ first. It’s this point in the play when Sally
seems like she is in a real relationship. During the “Tomorrow Belongs to Me” is song, Sally
and Herr. Schultz is oblivious to obvious political difference in the room. Sally is excited
because she’s been invited back to the cabaret. She is still oblivious to what happened at the
party last night, “You mean – politics? But what has that to do with us?” Sally loves Berlin
and doesn’t want to leave it. She doesn’t want to leave her career and the cabaret. Out of
frustration, Cliff tells Sally, “the only way you got this job – any job – is by sleeping with
someone!” By saying that he’s telling Sally that she didn’t get the job because she’s
‘talented’. When Sally sings “Cabaret” it’s obvious that she wants to have fun and if she dies
young by doing that, then so be it. “What good is sitting alone in your room? Come hear the
music play. Life is a cabaret, old chum, come to the cabaret”. After the abortion, “Isn’t it
funny it always ends this way? Even when I do love someone terribly, for the first time…I’d
spoiled it, Cliff. I’d run away with the first exciting thing that cam along – or you would.”
Sally finally got her tragic ending.
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•

Tease

•

Flirtatious

•

Closed Off

•

Ambitious

•

Naïve

•

Alcoholic

Sally is a young woman that believes she has talent for entertaining when in reality she is
awful. She loves the life of sleeping with a new partner every day, having fun, drinking, and
not thinking what’s going to happen next. She is a girl that lives life without responsibilities
an example of this is when she nonchalantly tells Cliff that she’s had many abortions before.
Sally lives her life carefree and oblivious to the political issues in Berlin due to her lack of
education and not really wanting to be well informed about politics. Sally doesn’t want to be
tied down. It’s only when she is in a relationship with Cliff that we see Sally being
monogamous. In the end she destroys the relationship but is smart enough to tell Cliff that it
was ridiculous to think a child would keep them together. Sally would much rather live a fast
paced short life on the stage than be a tamed and nurturing housewife.

Ernst Ludwig – He is German, about thirty, friendly and likeable. Makes his money from
smuggling things from Paris.
Ernst is a smuggler. He smuggles items from Paris to add profit to the Nazi party. He is
also a friend to Fraulein Schneider because he promotes her boarding house to Cliff. Fraulein
Schneider describes Ernst as ‘an old friend’. Ernst is quick to befriend Cliff because he sees
the potential that he has for smuggling. That is why he offers to become his first English
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pupil. Ernst is acquainted with Sally. Ernst has a lot of money, “I should have let Ernst pay
my cab fare. He’s got all that money from Paris…he smuggles it in for some political party.”
It is at this point that we realize that Ernst is into politics in Berlin, which begs the question
which political party? “ I promise you are giving help to a very good cause (the Nazi party)”.
When Ernst first meets Schultz he likes him and says ‘many happy years to an outstanding
couple” but as soon as he learns that Schultz is a Jew he changes his mind. Frl. Kost is the
one that tells Ernst about Schultz being a Jew. “Frl. Schneider…with all sincerity, you and I
are old acquaintances. I have sent you many new lodgers. So let me urge you – think of what
you are doing. This marriage is not advisable. I cannot put I too strongly. For your own
welfare.” From that line one gets a sense that Ernst cares for Frl. Schneider enough to let her
know what the consequences could be. Even though Frl. Schneider says that Schultz was
born in Germany Ernst still states “he is not German.” Ernst doesn’t understand why Clifford
doesn’t want to be associated with him. He replies with, “if you were German you would
understand these things.”
•

Proud

•

German

•

Political

•

Charming

•

Propagandized

Ernst Ludwig is a very charming man that has been brainwashed into joining the Nazi
party. He truly believes that he is a part of a great cause. To him, Jewish people are nothing
but animals and are in no way German. Even when Cliff tries to explain what is wrong with
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his beliefs, Ernst still doesn’t understand why Cliff thinks this about the Nazi party. He
believes that he is a part of a great cause that will save the German people.

Max – Middle aged and quite German looking. He is irritated with Sally when we first meet
him. One of the owners of the Kit Kat Klub.
•

Used

•

Aggressive

•

Jealous

•

Territorial

Max is a sleazy and drug addicted part owner of the Kit Kat Klub. He doesn’t have a
problem sleeping with the talent that he hires. There is always some young starlet wanting to
be a performer and who is willing to do anything to get it. I believe this is house Sally began
living and sleeping with Max. He becomes irritated with Sally when he sees her flirting with
Cliff in front of him. To Max its like a slap in the face. Sally refers to Max as “just the man
I’m living with. This week.” Max takes delight in firing Sally and taking away her dream of
‘stardom’. He knows that will always be someone else.

5 Kit Kat Klub Girls – Rosie, Lulu, Frenchy, Texas, and Helga. Ranging from ages to early
twenties to early thirties
Dancer’s and prostitutes of the cabaret “here it is so hot – every night we have to battle to
keep the girls from taking off all their clothing”. Rosie is a lesbian and likes Lu Lu. Frenchy
is from France and submissive because she likes to be ordered around, “I like to order
Frenchie on the side. On your side Frenchie!” This makes one think that Lulu is either
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lesbian or bi-sexual. Texas is from America and a very cunning linguist. Fritzy’s sexuality
can be very destructive. Helga is the baby of the group. She likes to be spanked because she
is very, very, very, very bad. When the rest of the of the Kit Kat Klub Girls sing along to
“Don’t Tell Mama”, one gets the feeling that each girl has run away from something in her
past or not telling their parents what they are really doing with their lives.
•

Drug Addicts

•

Have a past

•

Loose

•

Indiscrete

•

Rebellious

The Kit Kat Klub girls are a group of performers with pasts, mainly running away from
their problems only to have new ones. The girls are by no means beautiful. They have lived
hard lives performing at the nightclub, doing drugs, and being promiscuous. No matter how
much makeup is applied to their faces, the girls can’t hide the scars of their past and the
present.

Bobby and Victor – Cabaret Boys in their mid to late twenties
Bobby is either gay or bisexual. He has met Cliff before in London. He has no fear of
dancing with another man in the Kit Kat Klub. When Bobby is denied he replies with, “You
Americans are so inhibited! But this is Berlin! So why don’t you just relax – and take off
your corset – be yourself!” Because he’s met him before, Bobby thinks that Cliff is a
homosexual. Bobby is not Cliff’s type.
•

Promiscuous
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•

Partier

•

Careless

Bobby and Victor are homosexual bartenders and performers that work at the Kit Kat
Klub. They enjoy the fun and carefree environment of the cabaret. Bobby even tells Cliff that
he needs to take off his corset because he’s being too uptight.

The Chanteuse – a transsexual performer at the cabaret. In her mid-twenties.
•

Diva

•

Classy

•

Snobby

•

Dramatic

The Chanteuse is a transsexual performer that is stuck at the cabaret. She is a diva that
believes all the other performers are beneath her. Although she doesn’t feel that Sally is her
competition, the Chanteuse chooses to dress similarly like her to become more attractive and
add more attention to herself.

What happened before the play?
•

Fraulein Schneider used to have “persons of real quality” in her boarding house

•

Fraulein Schneider used to be rich and have servants.

•

Bobby met Cliff at the Nightingale Bar in London.

What do the major characters think of their world?
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•

Cliff – At first his thinks that Berlin and the Cabaret are wonderful and a great place to
write his book. As the story progresses Cliff sees the danger in Germany’s politics and
want to go back to American as soon as possible.

•

Sally – Sally sees life as a way to have to always have fun. She sees herself as an
entertainer that needs to entertain. She is completely oblivious to her political surrounds.

•

Herr. Schultz – He loves his country and thinks that they Nazis are just a phase. He thinks
that everyone will see him as a German even if he is a Jew. He never realizes the
seriousness of the political situation.

•

Fraulein Schneider – She is willing to settle for what she can get but in the end she
decides to look out for herself. She doesn’t agree with the Nazi party but she is not
willing to go against it by marrying a Jew.

What is the function of each character?
•

Cliff is the Protagonist

•

Sally is the Antagonist

What is the dialogue mode?
•

Naturalistic

What is the play’s action?
•

See Attached Action Chart

What is the play’s theme?
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•

Reality vs. self-deception.
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Appendix 2: Selected Costume Rough Sketches

Cliff Bradshaw

Fraulein Schneider and Herr Schultz
37

Fraulein Kost and Ernst Ludwig

Sally Bowels

38

The EmCee

The Kit Kat Klub Girls: Frenchie, Helga, Texas, Fritzie, Lulu, and Rosie
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Kit Kat Klub Members: Kittie, Max, and the Chanteuse

Two Ladies: Texas and Kittie

40

Money, Money: Frenchie, Texas, Fritzie, Lulu, and Rosie

If You Could See Her: Kittie as the Gorilla and the EmCee

41

The Train Official, a Sailor, Nazi Boy, and Nazi Soldier
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Appendix 3: Final Colored Renderings

Cliff Bradshaw

Fraulein Schneider
43

Herr Schultz

Fraulein Kost

44

Ernst Ludwig

Sally Bowles
45

The EmCee

The Kit Kat Girls: Rosie, Frenchie, Fritzie, Helga, Lulu, and Texas

46

The Kit Kat Klub Performers

Two Ladies
47

Money, Money

If You Could See Her
48

The Nazi Chorus

The Train Official, Sailor, and Taxi Driver
49

Appendix 4: Costume Fitting Photos Selected Examples

The EmCee Kick Line Dress

Sally Bowles ‘Cabaret’ Dress
50

Fraulein Schneider’s Engagement Dress

‘If You Could See Her’ Gorilla Dress

51

Cliff on the Train

Cliff’s Regular Clothing

Cliff’s Apartment Clothing

52

Appendix 5: Costume Dressing Lists Selected Examples

Cabaret the Musical: Jared Hanlin - The EmCee
1 min
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A1-2
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e
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If You
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See Her
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Happy
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Dressing Dressing
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Room

10+Min
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Cliff's
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Cabaret
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Black Pants
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Black Socks
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Cliff's
Room

Money
Money
cabaret

Fr. Sch.
Room

A1-12

Married

Party

Tomorro
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Money Added
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A2-5

Cliff's
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Mein
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A2-7
Train
Goodyb
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Everyday Dress

Black Bow Tie
White suspenders
Black Corset
Black Pants &
White Suspenders
Sock Garters
Black Socks
Black Shoes

Money, Money

Kick-line dress

Black Bow Tie
White suspenders
Black Corset
Black Pants &
White Suspenders
Sock Garters
Black Socks
Black Shoes
Top Hat with $
Money

Wig
Dress
Long Gloves
Dance Briefs
Garter Belt
Thigh Highs
Black Heels

Gorilla Scene
Boater Hat
White Shirt
Suit Jacket
White Suspenders
White Pants
Blue Socks
Shoes
Bow tie

Everyday Dress

Goodbye Belin

Black Bow Tie
White suspenders
Black Corset
Black Pants &
White Suspenders
Sock Garters
Black Socks
Black Shoes

Dickie
Black Pants
Black Tux Jacket
Black BowTie
Black Socks
Black Shoes
Sock Garters
White Suspenders

Cabaret the Musical: Maury Reed - Ernst Ludwig
A1-1

A1-2

Willko
mmen

Train

A2-1

A2-2

Kicklin
e

Fruit
Shop

A1-3
Who
Cares

A2-3
If You
Could
See Her

A1-4
Frl.
Sch’s
Apt

Trans:
Kit Kat
Klub

A1-5

Don't
Tell
Mama

A2-4

A1-6

KKK
On the
Phone

Happy
New
Year

A2-5

Cliff's
Room

What
Would
You Do

I don't
Care
Much

Kit Kat
Klub

Cabaret

Dressing Dressing
Room
Room

A2-6

A2-7

Cliff's
Room

Train
Goodyb
ye to
Berlin

Cliff's
Room

A1-8
Perfectly
Marv.

Two
Ladies

Coat
and hat
off

Regular Attire

A1-10
Cliff's
Room

A1-11
Maybe
This
Time

Money
Money
cabaret

Fr. Sch.
Room

A1-12

Married

Party

Tomorro
w
belongs
to me

No
coat
no hat

White Shirt
Blue Tie
Brown Jacket
Brown Pants
Blue Socks
Brown Shoes
Brown
Fedora
Swastika

White Shirt
Blue Tie
Brown Jacket
Brown Pants
Blue Socks
Brown Shoes
Brown Coat
Pocket Watch
Swastika

Party
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A1-9

Tomorro
Frl Sch. Pineappl
w
Room
e song belongs
to me

White Shirt
Blue Tie
Brown Jacket
Brown Pants
Blue Socks
Brown Shoes
Brown Coat
Pocket Watch
Coat/Hat
off

White Shirt
Blue Tie
Brown Jacket
Brown Pants
Blue Socks
Brown Shoes
Brown Coat
Brown Fedora
Pocket Watch

Train Attire

Mein
Hear

Regular Attire

Appendix 6: Production Photos

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Willkommen’

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 The EmCee and Rosie
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 The EmCee and Frenchie

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 The EmCee and Fritzie
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 The EmCee and Texas

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 The EmCee and Kittie
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 Helga and the EmCee

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 Checking Passports on the Train
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Mama’

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Mein Heir’
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Perfectly Marvelous’

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘It Couldn’t Please Me More’
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Two Ladies’

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Tomorrow Belongs to Me’
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Maybe This Time’

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Money, Money’
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 Fraulein Schneider’s Engagement Party

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Tomorrow Belongs to Me’ Reprise
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 The EmCee Kick-Line

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘If You Could See Her’
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘I Don’t Care Much’

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 The EmCee
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Cabaret’

Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 ‘Willkommen’ Reprise
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Photo taken by Kelly Henry 4-22-12 Cabaret Curtain Call
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